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Indiana Building Emergency Assessment 
and Monitoring Team

(IBEAM)
Mission Statement: In the event of a 
disaster The Indiana Building Emergency 
Assessment & Monitoring Team (IBEAM) 
will assist in the assessment of affected 
structures in order to expedite the process 
that will return citizens back to normal 
functionality.



On November 6, 2005 an F-3 tornado struck Evansville Indiana at 1:50am. The 
tornado was up to1500 feet wide and was on the ground for 15 to 20 miles. 
There was an estimated 92 million dollars worth of property damage and 25 
fatalities. The unique qualities of this tornado were: it occurred in November, 
at night and most of the damage was to residential subdivisions where 
people were at home. The 25 fatalities were considered low because of the 
number of occupied homes that were destroyed and the fact that everyone 
was sleeping at 2:00am and most of the residents had no warning of the 
storm.

Shortly after the storm the Evansville officials called upon the State Building 
Commissioner (this was before IDHS and the combining of the Fire 
inspectors and Building inspectors) to help the local officials accomplish 
inspections of all damaged structures in order to get the public back into 
their homes and business in the quickest time possible. The state 
responded with about 14 inspectors who teamed with local volunteer 
architects and engineers and in a period of less than 2 weeks inspected and 
posted approximately 600 homes and commercial buildings. Many were 
destroyed, or had major structural damage but most had cosmetic damage 
only that enabled the public after the inspections to reoccupy the structures.

In the aftermath of this disaster it was realized that:



Indiana had been lucky that this hadn’t happened before or 
more often.

There were no organized response capabilities for inspections 
of this type.

There was no prior training of those involved in the 
inspection…both the building inspectors and the architects 
and engineers…it was all just from background knowledge.

There was no system of record keeping of the inspections and 
damage data once the event was over.



Hurricane Katrina  August 28, 2005

EMAC  agreement between Indiana and Jackson County Mississippi, Pascaqoula
County
For structural inspection team.

A four man team was dispatched on January 1, 2006. length of deployment was 3 
weeks. We were looking at structures that had not been assessed 6 months after the 
event.

Again, there was no formal training for these assessments….only a background 
experience in the construction industry.



Thus the idea of IBEAM was born.

Over the years the concept has been built on and refined for the State of Indiana
to have an organized response capability for natural and man-made disasters.
Organized under IDHS\State Fire Marshal’s office-unique throughout the nation
Team members consisting of state inspectors and volunteer architects and
engineers

Training for team members
ATC-applied technology council-earthquake, windstorm and flood training

ICC-international code council-earthquake, windstorm and flood training

Purdue University-Bowen Laboratory for Large Scale Engineering Research-
earthquake

Cal-Sap training- exploring the possibility of our staff becoming trainers for Cal
Sap or having others provide this training in Indiana

NIMS AND HSEEP TRAINING



IBEAM  RESPONSE  EQUIPMENT-SELF SUBSTAINING

•3 TRAILERS-2 8’X16’ ENCLOSED AND 1 8’X18’ OPEN WITH  PULL VEHICLES

•4 “COMMAND CENTER” TENTS- OPERATIONS AND SLEEPING IF NECESSARY

•SUPPORT-GENERATORS, HEATING, AIR UNITS, LIGHTING AND ETC.

•STATE TEAM MEMBERS EQIPMENT-GO BAGS 
kept with staff in their SOV’s for response

•VOLUNTEER TEAM MEMBERS
go bags distributed on response site as needed



TEAMWORK







MUSCATATUCK URBAN TRAINING CENTER

1000 ACRE FACILITY WITH 120 TRAINING SRTUCTURES RANGING  FROM 
SINGLE FAMILY HOMES TO 7 STORY BUILDINGS, PARKING GARAGES, 
SUBWAY SYSTEM, HOSPITAL, PRISON AND OTHER COMMERCIAL 
BUILDINGS.

The State of Indiana uses this facility for planned exercises on a yearly basis. IBEAM 
as well as all other aspects of State response capabilities are able to train in a situation 
that is made to look “real” in these exercises.


































